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G

ood morning, beloved brethren and friends of Puerto Rico and of
all of Latin America and the Caribbean, receive a special greeting.
And Miguel Bermudez Marin, missionary of the Lord and all of the
ministers in all of Latin America and the Caribbean and your congregations, receive my regards and may God bless you greatly.
I am grateful and appreciate very much the support you are giving
to the project of construction of The Great Tent Cathedral in Cayey,
Puerto Rico.
We are in a very important time, where we are seeing the signs of
the end time take place.
The Scripture tells us in Matthew 24, verses 29 and on, that there
will be earthquakes, seaquakes and all of these things that are prophesied before the Coming of the Lord; and it says that the Son of Man
will then send His Angels, to call and gather the elect in the end time.
Therefore, we are seeing that those prophecies are already being fulfilled in this end time.
The elect that are going to be gathered from among the Jews are one
hundred and forty-four thousand, twelve thousand from each tribe. And
when we see the Jews being gathered, it is the time in which God will
reveal Himself to the Jews. Therefore, let us be alert, because from one
moment to another, those prophetic scriptures will be fulfilled.
We are in the end time, where the Light that shines among the gentiles in this end time, well it says that there will be Light in the evening
time. We are in that very glorious time, because the Light shines in
darkness; and darkness gradually disappears, as the Light shines, illuminating the heart of all those who are written in the Lamb’s Book of
Life and in the other section, in the Book of Life; for which the chosen
of this end time will be present on this Earth.
We are in the most glorious time of all times, in which the prophets
of the Old Testament and the apostles of the Lord Jesus Christ desired
to live in.

Let us be alert to be prepared, to receive the faith to be changed
and taken with Christ to the Marriage Supper of the Lamb. Let us
be prepared to hear the Final Trumpet, the Great Voice of Trumpet,
which awakens all of the elect and places them in the Mystical Body
of Christ, in His Church, and gives them the faith, the revelation,
to be changed and taken with Christ to the Marriage Supper of the
Lamb.
The revelation of the Seventh Seal is the revelation of the Coming of the Lord; therefore, let us be prepared to be transformed very
soon, when the Lord gives us the faith, the revelation of the Seventh
Seal, the revelation of the Coming of the Lord for this end time;
which takes place before the great tribulation.
Therefore, let us be grateful that we live in this end time, where
the each prophecy will be fulfilled in their given time.
May God bless you and keep you and onward with all of the
project of The Great Tent Cathedral, wherein the Third Pull will
give us the faith to be changed and taken with Christ to the Marriage
Supper of the Lamb.
May God bless you and keep you, and I reiterate my regards
to all ministers, Missionary Miguel Bermudez Marin and too all
churches that are listening in this moment.
Continue having a happy day, Sunday, September 10, 2017.

